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Abstract: The degradation effect of heat/peroxymonosulfate (PMS) on atrazine (ATZ) is studied.
The results show that the heat/PMS degradation for ATZ is 96.28% at the moment that the phos-
phate buffer (PB) pH, temperature, PMS dosage, ATZ concentration, and reaction time are 7, 50 ◦C,
400 µmol/L, 2.5 µmol/L, and 60 min. A more alkaline PB is more likely to promote the breakdown
of ATZ through heat/PMS, while the PB alone has a more acidic effect on the PMS than the partially
alkaline solution. HO• and SO−4 • coexisted within the heat/PMS scheme, and ATZ quantity de-
graded by HO• and SO−4 • in PB with pH = 7, pH = 1.7~1. HCO−3 makes it difficult for heat/PMS to
degrade ATZ according to inorganic anion studies, while Cl− and NO−3 accelerate the degradation
and the acceleration effect of NO−3 is more obvious. The kinetics of ATZ degradation via heat/PMS is
quasi-first-order. Ethanol (ETA) with the identical concentration inhibited ATZ degradation slightly
more than HCO−3 , and both of them reduced the degradation rates of heat/PMS to 7.06% and 11.56%.
The addition of Cl− and NO−3 increased the maximum rate of ATZ degradation by heat/PMS by
62.94% and 189.31%.

Keywords: heat activation; PMS; atrazine; degradation mechanism; kinetics

1. Introduction

With the continuous growth of the world’s population, the demand for crops increases,
and the use of chemical fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides has caused serious impacts on
the global soil and water environment [1,2]. Herbicides remain the most effective, efficient,
and economical way to control weeds, and its market continues to grow even with the
plethora of generic products. With the development of herbicide-tolerant crops, use of
herbicides is increasing around the world, which has resulted in severe contamination of
the environment [3]. Atrazine is a commonly used chemical herbicide. This herbicide is
considered moderately toxic for humans and very dangerous for the environment since
significant levels persist in the environment and are highly toxic even in low concentra-
tions [4]. ATZ is also potentially harmful to the growth and development of aquatic plants,
animals, mammals, amphibians, and human cells [5,6]. Annual atrazine use in China
has increased year on year since 1980 [7]. Based on this, the total amount of ATZ used
nationwide could reach 108 kg by the end of 2018. ATZ can be excreted in wastewater
on a variety of environmental substrates, for example, ground and surface water, various
sediments, potable water, and soil [8]. The amount of ATZ in ground and surface water and
soil can continue increasing because of its heavy use and chemical stability [9]. Inside the
aqueous solution, atrazine owns a half-life of 60 to 150 days in humic acid and/or water,
accordingly [10]. Due to the serious environmental hazards of ATZ, as early as 1994, the US
Environmental Protection Agency issued a communique stating that only 3 µg L−1 ATZ is
allowed in the water [11]. However, atrazine is found in 32% of U.S. water bodies, at an
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average quantity of 0.17 g/L [12]. Many of our rivers and reservoirs detected more than
3.9 µg/L, and in the Hygienic Standard for Drinking Water, the number is required to be
limited to 2 µg/L [13–17].

Effects and endocrine disruption are the two main biological consequences of ATZ.
The harmful effects of ATZ on various organisms in nature are mainly manifested in
the interference of ATZ in the normal operation of the endocrine system and it causing
organisms to produce toxic reactions. From the viewpoint of Sun et al. [18], ATZ with a
concentration of 10 mg/L or above inhibited the germination rate of rice seeds. Fu et al. [19]
found that an ATZ concentration of 0.125 mg/cm2 inhibited the embryonic development
of the red-eared turtle. The research of Benjamin and others [20] showed that ATZ can
slow the vertebrae growth of zebra fish. Excessive use of ATZ (greater than 3 mmol/L)
can lead to severe head defects in development zebra fish cranial [21,22]. According to the
studies by Remayi and others [23], atrazine at 0.2 mg/L and 0.5 mg/L can damage the germ
cell lines and spermatogenic tubules of adult frogs, and extensive connective tissue was
formed around the spermatogenic tubules. Lin et al. [24] discovered that ATZ can cause ion
imbalances in the heart and liver of quails, causing additional harm. Through raising the
work of CYP19 enzyme in creatures’ body, ATZ can disrupt the body’s endocrine balance,
according to the studies by Beaudoin and others. According to studies by Beaudoin and
others, ATZ can disrupt the body’s endocrine equilibrium through raising the action of the
CYP19 proteinase among human organisms. [25]. Chao et al.’s research shows that atrazine
(ATZ) poses high risks to algae and worms [26].

At present, various improved oxidation processes depending on PS/PMS, such as
heat/PS [27], PBS/PMS [28], UV/PS [29], and UV/PMS [30], have been proven to have
good degradation effect on ATZ in water. However, heat/PMS heat/PMS degradation of
ATZ is rarely researched. Therefore, in PB, the impacts of heat/PMS upon ATZ oxidation
degradation under various situations are studied. The process and dynamics of degrada-
tion are also investigated, which provides some reference value for further enriching the
chemical treatment technology of pesticides containing drainage.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Reagents and Instruments

Reagents: All below are analytically pure, including caustic soda, sodium dihydrogen
phosphate, sodium nitrite, ETA, tert-butanol (TBA), sodium chloride, baking soda, and
potash nitrate. ATZ and PMS were bought on Aladdin.

Instruments: HPLC (2695–2996), electronic balance, UV lamp (Cnlight ZW5D15W-
Z150), pH meter (PHSJ-3F), CNC ultrasonic cleaning machine (KH5200DB), Ultrapure
Water machine by Youpu, Smart thermostat that saves energy (DC-1030), and isothermal
magnetism mixer (78HW-1).

2.2. Experiment Scheme
2.2.1. Solution Preparation

A total of 100 mol/L ATZ reserve liquid was made from water through ultrapure. The
water resistivity was 18.24 MΩ cm. The NaH2PO4 solution’s concentration of NaH2PO−4 −
NaOH buffer was 0.2 mol/L. The NaOH solution’s concentration was separated into two
parts: 0.2 mol/L and 0.02 mol/L. Concentrations of NaNO2, NaCl, NaHCO3, and KNO3
solution were configured to 0.1 mol/L, 1 mol/L, 0.5 mol/L, and 1 mol/L, respectively. PMS
solution was set to 0.01 mol/L and kept in a dark place. Concentrations of tert-butyl alcohol
and ethanol solution were 8 g/L and with a steady capacity of 1 L. Table 1 demonstrates
the pH6, pH7, and pH8 production techniques.
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Table 1. Manner of NaH2PO−4 −NaOH buffer preparing.

pH 0.2 mol/L
NaH2PO4 (mL) 0.2 mol/L NaOH (mL)

6 250 28.50
7 250 148.15
8 250 244.00

2.2.2. Experiments with a Heat/PMS Degradation Manner for ATZ

Heat/PMS degradation of ATZ in 1.25 mmol/L PB was investigated using a variety of
temperature conditions (30, 40, 50, and 60 ◦C), pH value (6, 7, and 8), PMS concentration
(50, 100, 200, and 400 µmol/L), and ATZ concentration (1.25, 2.5, and 5 µmol/L). Various
concentrations of tertiary butyl alcohol and ethanol degrade ATZ in different ways. Below a
50 ◦C water bath, the process of ATZ degradation by various concentrations of TBA and ETA
was studied when PB, PMS, and ATZ concentrations were 1.25 mmol/L, 100 µmol/L, and
2.5 µmol/L, accordingly. Effects of typical anions Cl−, HCO−3 , NO−3 in water upon the ATZ
degradation via heat/PMS were studied through adding diverse concentrations of NaCl,
NaHCO3 and NaNO3, and 0.1 mol/L of NaNO2 solution played an ending agent role.

2.3. Analysis Method

ATZ was evaluated via using a Symmetry® C18 LC column. The exact detecting
methods are listed below: a 60:40 methyl alcohol to ultrapure water mobile phase ratio, a
flow velocity of 0.8 mL/min, operating temperatures of 40 ◦C, and determinate wavelength
of 225 nm.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Influence of Temperature upon ATZ Degradation via Heat/PMS

In PB of pH = 7, diverse temperatures have an effect upon the ATZ degradation via
heat/PMS, which is depicted in Figure 1 as ATZ and PMS concentrations are accordingly
2.5 µmol/L and 100 µmol/L. As Canlan showed in research [31], formula of the kinetics on
oxidative degradation of ATZ via heat/PMS is established according to the below kinetic
equation, and the first-order-kinetics are,

Ln(C/C0) = −K1t (1)

C: ATZ concentration at any given time, µmol/L;
C0: The concentration of ATZ at start, µmol/L;
K1: The pseudo first-order reaction rate constant, min−1.
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As Figure 1 shows, ATZ elimination rate is higher as the temperature increases from
40 ◦C to 50 ◦C than as the temperature ranges from 30 ◦C to 40 ◦C and 50 ◦C to 60 ◦C. The
experiments of ATZ degradation via heat/PMS under various temperatures conformed
to the quasi-first-order reaction kinetics. As Figure 1 depicts, reaction proceed rises 8.05
times as temperature rises from 30 ◦C to 60 ◦C. This is because temperature does have a
major effect upon the outcome. As temperature rises, the level of free radicals inside the
reaction rises as well, accelerating the degradation of ATZ [32,33]. Also, ATZ elimination
rate at various temperatures is given. (See Appendix A, Figure A1).

3.2. The Influence of PMS Concentration upon ATZ Degradation via Heat/PMS

In PB of pH = 7, the effect of diverse PMS concentration upon ATZ degradation
via heat/PMS is depicted in Figure 2 as the concentration and temperature of ATZ are
2.5 µmol/L and 50 ◦C, respectively. According to Figure 2, the experiments of ATZ degrada-
tion via heat/PMS under various PMS concentrations all match the pseudo-first-order reac-
tion kinetics. As the reaction concentration increases from 0.050 mmol/L to 0.400 mmol/L,
the reaction rate increases 20.19 times. This is mainly because, when other conditions
remain unchanged, the higher the concentration of oxidant per unit time, the higher the
concentration of free radicals generated by thermal excitation, and then the higher the
oxidation efficiency. It can thus be seen that PMS concentration makes a big difference on
the degradation of ATZ by heat/PMS. Also, effect of the PMS density on ATZ removal
rates is given. (See Appendix A, Figure A2).
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3.3. The Impact of pH Value upon ATZ Degradation via Heat/PMS

As the ATZ concentration, PMS concentration, and temperature are 2.5 mol/L, 100 mol/L,
and 50 ◦C, respectively, the influence of different pH on heat/PMS degradation of ATZ is
shown in Figure 3. As Figure 3 depicts, as the reaction pH is rising, the action of ATZ
degradation via heat/PMS is gradually strengthening. As the reaction pH rises from 6 to
8, ATZ elimination rate increases from 38.94% to 76.37%. The rate of ATZ elimination in an
alkaline environment is greater than in an acidic environment. The following are the primary
causes: heat can trigger PMS to produce SO−4 • and HO• (as shown in Equations (1) and (2)),
and HO• has slightly higher oxidizing ability to ATZ than to SO−4 •. SO−4 • and HO• ex-
hibit secondary reaction rates that are 3 × 109 M−1s−1 [34] and 2.59 × 109 M−1s−1 [35].
The SO−4 • has a capacity to interact with any pH of water to generate HO•. The reaction
rate factor is 8.30 M−1s−1 [36] (as seen in Equations (1)–(3)). However, in alkaline environ-
ments, SO−4 • can interact with OH− to generate HO• as well, and the reaction rate factor is
6.50 × 107 M−1s−1 [37] (as shown in Equations (1)–(4)). In most cases, pH alterations have no
effect on the production of SO−4 • in heat/PMS. Thus, more HO• is generated in heat/PMS
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systems at alkaline environments, and the elimination rate of ATZ in alkaline environment is
greater than that under acid environment. As is depicted in Figure 3 and Table 2, the ATZ
degradations via heat/PMS experiments under diverse pH value are all in accordance with
the pseudo-first-order reaction kinetics. With reaction pH rising from 6 to 8, the reaction rate
increases 2.89 times, which indicates that pH value makes a big difference in ATZ degradation
via heat/PMS. Also, effect of pH on ATZ removal rates is given. (See Appendix A, Figure A3).

HSO−5 + Heat→ SO−4 •+ HO• (2)

SO−4 •+ H2O→ SO2−
4 + HO•+ H+ (3)

SO−4 •+ OH− → SO2−
4 + HO• (4)
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Figure 3. The kinetics of quasi-first-order reactions of heat/PMS degradation of ATZ at different
pH values.

Table 2. The kinetics equations and parameters of quasi-first-order reactions of heat/PMS degradation
of ATZ at various pH.

pH Kinetic Equation t1/2 (min) Kobs (min−1) R2

6 Ln(C/C0) = −0.00816t − 0.01166 84.9 0.00185 0.99775
7 Ln(C/C0) = −0.01600t − 0.07571 43.3 0.01600 0.98355
8 Ln(C/C0) = −0.02362t − 0.01394 29.3 0.02362 0.98119

3.4. The Effect of ATZ Concentration upon the ATZ Degradation via Heat/PMS

Impacts of various ATZ concentrations upon the ATZ degradation via heat/PMS
in PB of pH = 7 at 50 ◦C are depicted in Figure 4 when the PMS concentrations are
2.5 µmol/L and 10 µmol/L. As ATZ concentration rises, the influence of ATZ degradation
via heat/PMS has a gradual decline, as is depicted in Figure 4a. As ATZ concentration
increases from 1.25 µmol/L to 5 µmol/L, ATZ elimination rate declines from 90.77% to
56.91%. It is worth noting that the ATZ concentration tends to be balanced after 5 min
when the concentration of ATZ is 5. This mainly because increasing the ATZ concentration
results in the rise of collisions among ATZ with SO−4 • and HO• in unit time, leading to
rapid degradation of ATZ. After the oxidant is used up, the concentration of ATZ tends to
equilibrium and does not decrease. As is shown in Figure 4b, the experiments upon the
ATZ degradation via heat/PMS with different pH are all in accordance with the pseudo-
first-order reaction kinetics. As ATZ concentration rises from 1.25 µmol/L to 2.5 µmol/L,
the rate of reaction decreases by 2.45 times. This implies that ATZ concentration greatly
affects ATZ degradation via heat/PMS.
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degradation kinetics curves.

3.5. Degradation Mechanism Study of ATZ via Heat/PMS

When the PMS and ATZ concentrations were, accordingly, 10 mol/L and 2.5 mol/L,
temperature was 50 ◦C. The ATZ degradation process via heat/PMS was investigated using
a single variable method with 1.25 mmol/L PB solution and pH values of 6, 7, and 8, and
the results are shown in Figure 5.

According to Figure 5a, the degradation effect is weak and the degradation rate of
ATZ by PB alone is about 3%. The ATZ would not decompose under the 50 ◦C water
bath. Compared with adjusting the initial pH value to 7 with NaOH, using PB with the
pH value of 7 has better ATZ degradation effect by heat/PMS. This is largely due to that
the pH of system at the start was changed to 7 by NaOH, and the pH measured 4.5 after
the reaction, which is similar to the pH gradient degradation effect demonstrated in this
paper and will not be repeated here. In addition, PB can activate PMS to create SO−4 •
and HO• [28]. In accordance with studies of Dionysiou et al. [38], the tert-butanol(TBA)
reaction rates with HO• and SO−4 • were 3.8–7.6 × 108 M−1s−1 and 4–9.1 × 105 M−1s−1,
while Buxton [39] and others found that ETA reaction rates with HO• and SO−4 • were,
respectively, 1.2–2.8 × 109 M−1s−1 and 1.6–7.7 × 107 M−1s−1. Therefore, when HO• and
SO−4 • cohabit, TBA can catch HO•, while ETA can catch HO• and SO−4 •.

As depicted in Figure 5b–d, the addition of TBA and ETA have an inhibition effect
upon the ATZ degradation via heat/PMS, and the inhibition effect of TBA is weaker than
ETA. HO• and SO−4 • cohabit within the heat/PMS system. Maintaining TBA and ETA with
the concentration of 64 mg/L, respectively, in PB under pH 6, the ATZ degradation rate via
heat/PMS is decreased to 17.44% and 5.04%, indicating that ATZ oxidative degradations
by HO• and SO−4 • are, respectively, 55.21% and 31.84%, and the oxidation ratio of the
two is close to 1.7 to 1. Maintaining TBA and ETA with the concentration of 64 mg/L,
respectively, in PB under pH 7, the degradation rates of ATZ by heat/PMS decrease to
42.50% and 1.66%, indicating that ATZ oxidative degradations by HO• and SO−4 • are,
respectively, 29.00% and 68.23%, and the oxidation ratio of the two is close to 1 to 2.4.
Maintaining TBA and ETA with the concentration of 64 mg/L, respectively, in PB under
pH 8, the ATZ degradation rates via heat/PMS decrease to 46.23% and 7.32%, indicating
that ATZ oxidative degradation by HO• and SO−4 • are, respectively, 39.47% and 50.95%,
and the oxidation ratio of the two is close to 1 to 1.3. It can be seen from this that under any
pH conditions, the oxidative degradation of ATZ via heat/PMS is mostly caused by free
radicals, but the dominant free radical types are different under diverse pH conditions.
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Figure 5. (a) Analysis of each component’s oxidation impact upon the heat/PMS system. (b) The
impact of TBA and ETA upon ATZ degradation via heat/PMS in PB of pH = 6. (c) The impact of
TBA and ETA upon ATZ degradation via heat/PMS in PB of pH = 7. (d) The impact of TBA and
ETA upon heat/PMS degradation ATZ in PB of pH = 8. (e) The impact of phosphate buffer upon the
degradation of ATZ via PMS alone.

When the ATZ and PMS concentrations are, respectively, 2.5 µmol/L and 10 µmol/L,
and reaction temperature is 20 ◦C, the degradation effect of ATZ is shown in Figure 5e in
PB of 12.5 mmol/L with the pH of 6, 7, and 8. As is depicted in Figure 5e, PMS has no
degradation effect on ATZ when adjusting the initial pH of the reaction system to 6, 7, and
8 by NaOH. The degradation rates of ATZ by PMS are, respectively, 11.72%, 13.5%, and
7.87% when the pHs of PB are 6, 7, and 8, respectively. The PMS oxidation mechanism
is when the PMS are excited to generate strong oxidizing SO−4 • to oxidize and degrade
the target, indicating that the PB can excite PMS to generate SO−4 •. The overall effects of
PMS on ATZ degradation in different PB solutions are listed as follows: degradation is best
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at pH 7, then followed by pH 6 and pH 8; the degradation effect is only slightly different
when the PMS pH measures 6 and 7, indicating that phosphate is more likely to stimulate
PMS under acidic conditions, which is consistent with the research by Gu et al. [28].

3.6. The Influence of Typical Anions Concentration in Solutions upon the ATZ Degradation
via Heat/PMS

The typical anions’ effects in solutions such as Cl−, HCO−3 , and NO−3 upon the ATZ
degradation via heat/PMS are depicted in Figure 6. The concentrations of PB, PMS, and
ATZ were, respectively, 1.25 mmol/L, 10 µmol/L, and 2.5 µmol/L. PB pH value equaled 7.
Reaction temperature was 50 ◦C.
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Figure 6. (a) The impact of Cl− upon the ATZ degradation via heat/PMS in PB of PH = 7. (b) The
impact of HCO−3 upon ATZ degradation via heat/PMS in PB of pH = 7. (c) The impact of NO−3 upon
ATZ degradation via heat/PMS in PB of pH = 7. (d) The kinetics of quasi-first-order reaction of
heat/PMS degradation ATZ.

On the basis of Figure 6a–c, HCO−3 shows an inhibition influence on the ATZ degra-
dation by heat/PMS. This is mainly because to produce CO−3 •, HCO−3 could fight with
ATZ for HO• and SO−4 • within the heat/PMS system, whose reaction rate is lower than
those of HO• and SO−4 • (as shown in Equations (5)–(7)). The Cl− and NO−3 both have
auxo-action influence upon ATZ degradation within the heat/PMS system at the identical
concentration, and the promoting effect of NO−3 is higher than Cl−. Specific phenomenon
behavior is shown below; the ATZ degradation efficiency increased from 59.86% to 80.73%
and 94.15%, respectively, after adding Cl− of 1 mmol/L and NO−3 of 2 mmol/L to the
heat/PMS system. It is worth mentioning that the Cl− shows a promoting effect within
the set concentration range, but the promoting effect first increases and then decreases. In
addition, the promoting effect is strongest when the concentration is 1 mmol/L. This is
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largely due to that minor Cl− could trigger PMS to produce HO• and SO−4 • [40] to increase
the HO• and SO−4 • concentrations in the heat/PMS system and accelerate the ATZ degra-
dation. When the Cl- increased in the reaction system, Cl− could fight with ATZ for HO•
and SO−4 • within the heat/PMS system to produce Cl•. Reaction rates of HO• and SO−4 •
are higher than those of Cl−. Thus, it shows an inhibiting effect on the degradation (the
main equations are shown in Equations (8) to (12)). SO−4 • could react with NO−3 to generate
NO3• (around 2.5 V) whose redox potential is similar to SO−4 •, participate in the ATZ
degradation to accelerate the PMS decomposition, increase the concentration of HO• and
SO−4 • in the heat/PMS system, and accelerate the ATZ degradation (the main equations
are shown in Equations (13) and (14)). The research presented by Ghauch et al. [41] also
found that NO−3 can promote the degradation of bisoprolol by heat/PS, which is similar to
the experimental phenomenon. As shown in Figure 6d, comparing with HCO−3 of the same
concentration, ETA has a slightly stronger inhibitory influence upon ATZ degradation via
heat/PMS; it reduced the ATZ degradation rate to 7.06% and 11.56%, respectively. The
additions of Cl− and NO−3 increase the maximum rate of ATZ degradation by 62.94% and
189.31%, respectively. The reaction is shown in formulas (5)–(14) [36,42–49].

HO•+ HCO−3 → CO−3 •+ H2O, K = 8.60× 106 M−1s−1 (5)

SO−4 •+ HCO−3 → CO−3 •+ HSO−4 , K = 2.80× 106 M−1s−1 (6)

CO−3 •+ ATZ→ products, K = 6.20× 106 M−1s−1 (7)

HO•+ Cl− → ClOH−•, K = 4.30× 109 M−1s−1 (8)

ClOH−•+ Cl− → Cl−2 •+ OH−, K = 1.0× 105 M−1s−1 (9)

SO−4 •+ Cl− → Cl•+ SO2−
4 , K = 3.0× 109 M−1s−1 (10)

Cl•+ Cl− → Cl−2 •, K = 8.50× 109 M−1s−1 (11)

Cl−2 •+ ATZ→ products, K = 5.0× 104 M−1s−1 (12)

SO−4 •+ NO−3 → NO3•+ SO2−
4 , K = 5.0× 104 M−1s−1 (13)

NO3•+ ATZ→ products (14)

3.7. The AZT Degradation Products via Heat/PMS and Degradation Path Analysis

The ATZ degradation products via heat/PMS were studied and the degradation path
was inferred by HPLC-ESI-MS (cationic pattern). Three samples were taken from 5, 20, and
60 min during the experiment, and first-order mass spectrometry was performed for total
ion and extraction ion analysis.

It can be seen from the mass spectra, total ion flow diagram, and extract ionic flow
diagram of the three samples that the charge mass ratio of the main ATZ degradation
products are 128, 146, 174, 188, 198, 214, and 232 [30,31,50,51], and so on. ATZ has a
relative molecular mass of 216. ATZ has a molecular mass 42 more than m/z174, and the
molecular mass of isopropyl is exactly 42, so m/z174 is considered as deisopropyl ATZ
(deisopropyl atrazine, DIA). ATZ has a molecular mass 28 more than m/z188 and the
molecular mass of ethyl is exactly 28, so m/z188 is considered as desetyleatrazine ATZ
(desetyleatrazine, DEA). M/z174 has a molecular mass 28 more than m/z146, and the
molecular mass of ethyl is exactly 28; m/z188 has a molecular mass 42 more than m/z146,
and the molecular mass of isopropyl is exactly 42. Therefore, m/z146 is considered as
deethylation deisopropyl ATZ (deethylation deisopropyl atrazine, DEIA). m/z146 has a
molecular mass 18 more than m/z128. Thus m/z128 is considered as chlorine ions of
DEIA replaced by hydroxyl groups, 2-hydroxy-4,6-diaminoATZ (deethylation deisopropyl
hydroxy atrazine, DEIHA). ATZ has a molecular mass 18 more than m/z198. Therefore, it is
considered that in the ATZ degradation procedure, hydroxyl groups replaced the Cl atoms
to generate 2-hydroxy ATZ (hydroxy atrazine, HA). ATZ has a molecular mass 16 less
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than m/z232 and the molecular mass of hydroxy is exactly 16. Therefore, it is considered
that in the ATZ degradation procedure, a hydroxyl group replaced a hydrogen atom to
generate 2-chloro-4-hydroxy-ethylene-6-isopropyl ATZ (2-Chloro-4-hydroxyethylamino-6-
isopropylatrazine, CHEIA). m/z232 has a molecular mass 18 more than m/z214, so m/z128
is considered as the further dehydration and degradation product of CHEIA, 2-Chloro-
4-vinylamino-6-isopropylamino ATZ (2-Chloro-4-vinylamino-6-isopropylamino atrazine,
CVIA). m/198 has a molecular mass 16 less than m/z 214, so m/z214 is considered to be
the product of hydroxyl substituting one of the hydrogen atoms in HA, 2,4-dihydroxy ATZ
(dihydroxy atrazine, DHA).

This shows that the ATZ degradation via heat/PMS is primarily accomplished through
by dealkylation and dechlorination, which matches the findings of Ji et al. [52]. Figure 7
depicts the degradation method of ATZ.
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Figure 7. The possible degradation pathway of ATZ.

4. Conclusions

The ATZ degradation in PB via heat/PMS was investigated by the methods of ex-
periment and kinetics modeling. The degradation mechanism, oxidation kinetics, and
degradation products were studied. The following are the main findings of this paper.
The ATZ degradation efficiency of heat/PMS is proportional to temperature and PMS
concentration but inversely proportional to ATZ concentration. PB is more favorable to
ATZ degradation under alkaline environments. Acidic environments are more favorable
for PB to stimulate PMS. HO• and SO−4 • cohabit within heat/PMS system. ATZ degrada-
tion via heat/PMS is mainly free radical oxidative degradation under any pH conditions,
but the dominant free radical types are different under different pH conditions. HCO−3
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has repressive impacts on the degradation of ATZ. Both Cl− and NO−3 show facilitating
effects on the ATZ degradation via heat/PMS, and the stimulating impact of NO−3 is more
remarkable. ATZ degradation kinetics via heat/PMS corresponds with quasi-first-order
reaction kinetics. Dealkylation and dechlorination are the key mechanisms through which
ATZ is degraded via heat/PMS. A total of eight products of seven mass-to-charge ratio
were found by the product analysis.

The degradation of atrazine by UV/PMS and US/PMS, and even the degradation of
atrazine by thermal-activated persulfate, has been studied. However, there are few studies
on the degradation mechanism of atrazine by heat/PMS system in PB. In this paper, the
mechanism was obtained through the study of the system, and it was found that PB in
alkaline condition can promote the degradation of ATZ by heat/PMS more than PB in
acidic condition. The important conclusions are that PB is more likely to stimulate PMS
in acidic conditions than in alkaline conditions, and that PB alone can stimulate PMS,
which offers a breakthrough and contribution to previous studies and lays a foundation for
subsequent studies.

Atrazine is not easy to degrade, and it can exist stably in aqueous environments for
a long time, which not only affects the survival of animals and plants, but also threat-
ens human health. Most studies do not clarify the types and hazards of ATZ degrada-
tion intermediates. Therefore, paying attention to the degradation efficiency of atrazine
while taking into account the toxicity of intermediate degradation products is of great
significance for optimizing ATZ degradation technology, which is also one of the future
development directions.
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Appendix A. Single Factor Influence Diagram

As Figure A1 shows, the influence of degradation of ATZ via heat/PMS is increasing
as the reaction temperature is rising. ATZ elimination rate improves from 19.22 percent to
77.01 percent as reaction temperature increases from 40 ◦C to 50 ◦C.

As Figure A2 depicts, the ATZ degradation is remarkably increasing as the PMS
concentration increases. The ATZ elimination rate increases from 10.95% to 96.28% as the
system’s PMS concentration increases from 0.050 mmol/L to 0.400 mmol/L. Moreover,
ATZ elimination rate increased most significantly as the PMS concentration improved from
0.050 mmol/L to 0.100 mmol/L.

As Figure A3 depicts, as the reaction pH rises from 6 to 8, ATZ elimination rate
increases from 38.94% to 76.37%.
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